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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

Designed by Addison D. Pulsifer of Lewiston and built in 1923-4 
in Lisbon Falls, the Church of St. Cyril and St. Methodius is a grand 
example of neo-Gothic in a small town context. The structure is one- 
storied of brick with a slate-covered gable roof. Square two-story 
towers flank the entrance.

The main facade is dominated by a huge Gothic arch outlined in 
stone which encloses a pair of double doors. These in turn are framed 
in Gothic arches. Above each double door within the arch is a circle 
with a plain cross and within the great arch enclosing all is a larger 
repetition of this circle and cross motif. High above in the gable 
is a rose window. A simple cross sits atop the peak.

The square towers which flank the entrance are identical on the first 
story, each of the two exposed sides on each featuring twin Gothic 
windows, each with six sections. The second stories are not identical. 
The right-hand tower has a single Gothic window on each of the three ex 
posed sides. The left-hand tower has three Gothic windows on each side, 
each one recessed within a brick panel. The windows on the rear side 
are bricked-in.

The external sides of^the nave are identical, each featuring 3 pairs 
of Gothic windows and at the rear end of- each side a pair of smaller 
windows.

At the rear of the nave is a three-sided oratory, on the sides of 
which are single Gothic windows. There is no window at the end of the 
oratory.

Internally, the Church of St. Cyril and St. Methodius is open, 
not separated into nave and aisles.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The story of the Saint Cyril and Saint Methodius Church, and of 
the only Slovak community in Maine, at Lisbon Falls, is essentially a 
microcosm of the late 19th century immigrant experience in America. 
The church structure, by no means an outstanding architectural achieve 
ment, nevertheless possesses a kind of stubborn solidity which reflects 
the tenacious determination of a small ethnic enclave to survive in 
alien surroundings and preserve its integrity.

Well before the beginning of this century the original immigrants 
of Slovak nationality arrived in the United States from that part of 
Central Europe which was known as the Austro-Hungarian Empire. They 
were motivated, as were many^ other incoming groups by hopes of economic 
opportunity, and;, in. .the^r', p:articuT.ajr ca(se, a. desire to avoid the almost 
universal military conscription to which they were subjected. For the 
most part they were Catholics belonging either to the Latin Rite or the 
Eastern Rite of the Church.

<'.'". •• '• '<-.'. '•• -• .>,;;{ :. • .-• • ', ) •;. 
Arriving first in New York and settling there and in New Jersey, 

small groups later began to migrate to various smaller manufacturing 
centers where employment opportunities existed. One such group came in 
the late 1890's to Lisbon Falls where the great Worumbo Mill, producing 
textiles, was eperiencing a period of prosperous expansion.

From the beginning, the new arrivals, at first eager to participate 
in and amalgamate with their new community, were subject to prejudice 
and alienation, particularly from older immigrant groups among the 
mill worker population. These attitudes quickly turned the Slovaks 
into a tightly knit ethnic body determined to preserve its cultural 
and religious entity. Very shortly after their arrival they began to join 
various national Slovak fraternal societies, such as the First Catholic 
Slovak Union of America—called by them the Jednota Society. Eventually 
they formed a completely local group, the Slovak Catholic Association 
of Lisbon Falls.

Religion and religious practice created the greatest difficulties 
which confronted the Slovak community. They were grudgingly permitted 
to attend the Holy Family Catholic Church in Lisbon Falls, but were

forced to sit only in the rear pews, Many of the practices of this
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church, were alien to them and, because of the language barrier, they were 
able to participate in confession only when it was administered by an 
occasional visiting Slovak priest.

Finally, although living at the edge of poverty, they concluded 
to erect a church of their own outside the Diocesan authority. For this 
they were branded as independents and threatened with excommunication. 
Nevertheless, they persevered and each family pledged what was to them 
an enormous sum of $100. By good fortune they found a friend in Lewiston 
banker, Henry Coolidge, who, on the basis of these pledges arranged a 
bank loan of $10,000 and, on his personal note, raised an, additional 
equal amount.

With this financial base, construction was begun in 1923. The foun 
dation was entirely dug with contributed Slovak labor and the men of the 
church continued to give their services whenever possible during the 
progress of the work. Finally, in September 1926. the dedication of the 
church took place under the leadership of its first pastor, the 
Reverend Honorius Frastacky. The name chosen for the church was derived 
from two brothers, Saints Cyril and Methodius who were missionary 
apostles to the Slavic Nations in the 9th century and whose teachings 
and works still survive.

For ten years the church maintained a separate existence outside 
the Diocese of Maine. In 1936, however, with the consecration of a new 
bishop, a reconciliation took place and the building became church property, 
In March, 1949, the parish was given into the care of 0. F. M. Conventuals. 
The church now serves 150 families including about 450 individual members.

Now firmly established as a religious entity within the Lisbon Falls 
community, St. Cyril and St. Methodius Church is an enduring testament 
to the determination of a particular group of immigrants to find their 
place in American society and, as such, represents the aspirations and 
achievements of immigrant peoples on a national scale.
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